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Abstract
Background: Deficits in quality of care for patients with heart failure (HF) contribute to high mortality in this population. This qualitative study aimed to understand the barriers and facilitators to high-quality HF care in Kerala, India.

Methods: Semi-structured, in-depth interviews were conducted with a purposive sample of health care providers (n=13), patients and caregivers (n=14). Additionally, focus group discussions (n=3) were conducted with patients and their caregivers. All interviews and focus group discussions were transcribed verbatim. Textual data were analysed using thematic analysis.

Results: Patients’ motivation to change their lifestyle behaviours after HF diagnosis and active follow-up calls from health care providers to check on patients’ health status were important enablers of high-quality care. Health care providers’ advice on substance use often motivated patients to stop smoking and consuming alcohol. Although patients expected support from their family members, the level of caregiver support for patients varied, with some patients receiving strong support from caregivers and others receiving minimal support. Emotional stress and lack of structured care plans for patients hindered patients’ self-management of their condition. Further, high patient loads often limited the time health care providers had to provide advice on self-management options. Nevertheless, the...
availability of experienced nursing staff to support patients improved care within health care facilities. Finally, initiation of guideline-directed medical therapy was perceived as complex by health care providers due to multiple coexisting chronic conditions in HF patients.

**Conclusions:** Structured plans for self-management of HF and more time for patients and health care providers to interact during clinical visits may enable better clinical handover with patients and family members, and thereby improve adherence to self-care options. Quality improvement interventions should also address the stress and emotional concerns of HF patients.
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Background
Globally, more than 37.7 million people suffer from heart failure. As the prevalence of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) continues to rise rapidly in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), the burden attributable to HF is likely to increase in these settings. India accounts for a major share of the global burden of HF with an estimated 4 million cases, and unlike many individuals with HF from high-income countries, Indian adults are often affected in their most productive years of life. Within India, the state of Kerala is in the advanced stage of demographic and epidemiological transitions with relatively high life expectancy and disease burden from chronic non-communicable disease conditions. In Kerala, CVD is the leading cause of death, and HF is a major contributor to CVD mortality. Further, data from clinical registries from Kerala indicate that almost one in two patients die within a three-year period from the date of their original admission to a health care facility for HF.

Heart Failure is recognised as a major public health problem due to the high mortality associated with the condition, devastating effects on patient’s lives including productivity loss, quality of life, high health care utilisation due to frequent hospitalisation, and associated catastrophic health spending in LMICs. The high mortality burden can be mitigated by addressing hospital readmissions and sub-optimal adherence to Guideline Directed Medical Therapy (GDMT) among HF patients. Poor adherence to medication and other self-management options, sub-optimal clinical hand-over (defined as the transfer of professional responsibility and accountability for some or all aspects of care for a patient, or group of patients, to another person or professional group on a temporary or permanent basis), multi-morbidity and associated emotional stress are important reasons for poor quality of life in patients with HF. Being a progressive disease, HF can impair a patient’s ability to practice self-management and perform daily activities. Moreover, limited understanding of the condition and treatment often affects the capacity for self-management in HF patients. Given the chronic nature of the condition, optional self-management of HF requires involvement of caregivers at home. However, caregivers’ inadequate knowledge and skills to support self-care for patients with HF is a major concern as they are not fully involved in treatment and management decision making process.

Findings from a prior qualitative study in Kerala with health care providers highlighted the need for a comprehensive quality improvement initiative to improve HF care. The study reported that while health care providers have focused on acute coronary syndromes, inadequate attention has been given to HF. According to health care providers’ perspectives, specialised cardiac services were not available, discharge education was inadequate, and provisions of guideline-directed medical therapies for patients with HF was sub-optimal. The perspectives of patients and their caregivers regarding the difficulties patients face in managing their condition are yet to be explored.

To gain a more comprehensive understanding of the barriers and facilitators to HF care in Kerala, it is essential to explore the perspectives of health care providers, the users of HF care and their caregivers. In this study, HF care refers to the care provided in health care facilities as well as the self-management of HF patients. Qualitative research methods are useful to gain insights on the experiences, needs, and challenges to care in patients with CVD. In this paper, we aim to describe perceptions on facilitators and barriers to HF care by utilizing qualitative research methods in Kerala, India. A comprehensive understanding of the perspectives of patients, caregivers, and Health Care Providers (HCPs) may help to identify the existing challenges of HF care and health care utilization. Further, as HF patients and caregivers are important stakeholders of HF care, considering their views and opinions in the design of quality improvement interventions can help ensure interventions meet their needs.

Methods
Ethical considerations
The Institutional Ethics Committee of Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology, Trivandrum provided ethical approval for this study (Approval letter: SCT/IEC/1313.10 dated 15/12/2018). We explained the study purpose to all participants and obtained their written informed consent to participate. All interviews and focus group discussions were conducted in a private location, and all participants were informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any time. All transcripts were de-identified to ensure anonymity of participants.

Setting and study sites
The study was conducted in the HF clinic of Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology (SCTIMST), which is a tertiary care referral center (public clinic) in Trivandrum, Kerala. We also included HCPs from other leading private hospitals in Kerala in our sample.
Additionally, memos were made to note the thoughts of the first author (PJ) who has a master’s degree in public health, the data were collected from June 2019 to February 2020 by the same key questions in the interview guide with minor refinement to understand relevant issues specific to each participant. All the participants were asked the same key questions in the interview guide with minor refinements to understand relevant issues specific to each participant. Full interview and FGD guides are available as extended data.

Data were collected from June 2019 to February 2020 by the first author (PJ) who has a master’s degree in public health, training and experience in qualitative research, and experience conducting research on cardiovascular risk reduction. Additionally, three research nurses assisted PJ in data collection process by conducting interviews and note taking for FGDs. One assistant worked in the HF clinic and two other assistants worked as research nurses in cardiovascular risk reduction projects. Out of four interviewers, three were female researchers.

All the interviewers and moderators were native Malayalam speakers. The interviewer introduced themselves, explained the purpose of the project, and acquired written informed consent to participate in the study from each participant. Interviews and FGDs were conducted in private, quiet locations inside the HF clinic or waiting areas adjacent to the clinic. All interviews were audio-recorded and lasted approximately 30 minutes to one hour, except for two, that were shorter in duration due to logistical issues. Interviews with patients and caregivers were conducted in Malayalam. Interviews with HCPs were conducted in their preferred language, either English or Malayalam. Participant names, transcripts and audio files were stored on a password-protected computer. The audio files and transcripts will be archived for five years from the completion of the study. The Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research standards (COREQ) - a 32 item checklist - was used to guide the reporting of this study and is available as reporting guidelines.

Data analysis

All audio recorded interviews and FGDs were transcribed verbatim. The interviews conducted in Malayalam were simultaneously translated from Malayalam to English and transcribed. The deidentified transcripts are available as underlying data. PJ reviewed the full transcripts while listening to the audio recordings to ensure quality of transcription. For data compilation and analysis, data were imported into MAXQDA Standard 2018 (Release 18.2.3). Data were analysed using thematic analysis by hybrid approach which incorporates the data driven approach from Boyatzis, 1998, and the deductive a priori template of codes approach by Crabtree and Miller, 1999. The coding manual of this study comprised of inductive codes which emerged from data and deductive codes of topics from the interview guide. Members of the team analysing the data (PJ and RR) read all of the transcripts closely to familiarize themselves with the data. The codes were organized into a coding manual which included the code name, code definition, and examples of textual data. The examples were provided to help ensure that the codes were applied properly. The coders (PJ and RR), met frequently throughout the coding process to discuss and any differences was resolved by a third qualitative researcher (LJ) who reread the underlying data. At this stage, the initial coding manual was developed. This coding manual was then applied to the remaining transcripts and relevant segments were assigned with suitable codes using the code system in the software. Further, we added data-driven inductive codes, which were missed in the initial coding manual. Additionally, memos were made to note the thoughts regarding each segment throughout data analysis. All the codes were then organized according to broader barrier and facilitator themes. After discussing with the team members,
the final themes were developed and underpinned meanings were defined \( (\text{Stage 5 and 6}) \)^2. Finally, a social-ecological model\(^2\) was utilized to organize themes on barriers and facilitators in patient, caregiver and HCP levels. The researchers practiced reflexivity throughout the study and remained sensitive to the ways in which their experiences and prior assumptions shaped the findings.

**Results**

**Participant characteristics**

We conducted two FGDs with patients (six patients in each FGD) and one FGD with caregivers (five caregivers). Additionally, 10 and four in-depth interviews were conducted with patients, and caregivers, respectively. We also conducted 13 in-depth interviews with health care providers. Most of the patients (19 of 22) were males with age ranging from 36–65 years. The mean age of the HF patients in the study was 60.86 ± 11.30 years. The routine follow-up period of each patient ranged from once in two-months to one-year. Most caregivers who participated in the study were females. Among health care providers, most (11 of 13) were employed by Government-funded public sector hospitals. Most doctors (5 of 7) were consultant cardiologists, and the rest were senior residents in the Department of Cardiology. All nurses had experience in managing and treating HF patients in either the intensive care units or HF clinics. Demographic characteristics of the participants are provided in Table 1.

**Study themes**

We identified a total of nine themes relating to the barriers and facilitators of HF care, which were grouped into patient, caregiver and HCP levels. For patients, motivation to improve lifestyle behaviours after HF diagnosis and follow-up calls from hospital staff were key enablers. However, emotional stress and lack of clear care plans for self-management were important challenges to their HF care. Caregiver support was perceived as a facilitating factor and barrier to HF care. Even though patients expected support from their family members, the level of caregiver support for patients varied, with some patients having strong support from caregivers and others receiving minimal support. Health care providers viewed the initiation of guideline-directed medical therapy as challenging due to suboptimal health status of patient. Further, high patient loads for HCPs often limited the time for providing one-to one self-management advice to patients. However, involvement of HCP in behavioural modification and availability of experienced nursing staff helped improving HF care. These themes are provided in Table 2.

**Patient level**

**Motivation to improve lifestyle behaviours post-diagnosis.**

Many patients were motivated to improve their lifestyle behaviours after being diagnosed with HF because they recognized that healthy lifestyle behaviours were important for maintaining their health and preventing the exacerbation of HF. Many patients reported that they started daily walking exercise. In particular, patients acknowledged the need for a healthy diet to avoid health complications in the future, such as an increase in blood sugar, blood pressure or cholesterol levels. Further, many patients shared that they were successful in modifying their diets. Some patients reported that they stopped or reduced their intake of foods they believed could lead to higher blood cholesterol, such as sugar and non-vegetarian food items like meat and chicken. Additionally, most patients emphasized that they switched from a predominantly rice-based diet to a wheat-based one. Further, some participants also reduced their portion sizes.

“I used to eat a lot meat, fish and all. Now, I stopped all that. I eat fish; however, the quantity is less. Also, I have reduced the amount of rice in the afternoon. At night it will be wheat.”

(IDI, Patients, 39 years)

However, in one case, a patient’s caregiver shared that their household was following a naturopathy diet because of a HF diagnosis. Naturopathy is an alternative system of medicine that directs patients to eat a predominantly vegetarian diet with less salt, oil, and masala (spices) for treatment and disease prevention.

**Follow-up calls from hospital staff helping patients.**

Some patients noted that health care providers called them after their out-patient visits to check on their current health status. Notably, when patients were asked about their concerns regarding the small number of follow-up visits, they stated that as staff enquires and provides feedback by telephone regularly, they felt reassured. Some patients believed that it is better to avoid recurrent hospital visits when they are asymptomatic.

“When there are no issues, there is no need to come frequently to the hospital. It will be difficult for the

---

**Table 1. Demographic characteristics of in-depth interview participants.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of health care provider</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologists</td>
<td>5 (38.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Residents</td>
<td>2 (15.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>6 (46.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>19 (86.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (range)</td>
<td>34–77 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caregiver characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hospital as there are many patients who are waiting for their consultation day. Moreover, the staff contacts us through phone. As they take our feedback here, there is no problem. Usually, counsellors and the doctor will call me. They ask about the condition and enquire whether there is any problem in doing my regular job. It is really good.”

(IDI Patient, 52 years)

However, in one case, a patient thought that HCPs called to determine whether he was alive. Rather than reassurance, he felt that the HCPs merely contacted to understand his health condition and follow-up status.

The HCPs confirmed that telephone follow-up was encouraged, as they were concerned about the inability to consult with patients once in a month or two months in clinics due to high patient caseloads. Therefore, some patients were contacted by the hospital staff to understand the patient’s health condition over phone. The HCPs believed that telephone calls improved not only the rapport between patients and hospital but also the regularity of patient follow-up.

“Previously there were three to four nurses working here. So, they had a lot of time dedicated to the program. They used to call these patients, periodically ask them about taking medications and advise them on restricting salt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient level</strong></td>
<td>Motivation to improve lifestyle behaviour post-diagnosis</td>
<td>“If meat is bought at home, I will not eat it because my cholesterol level might rise.” - FGD Patients, Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Follow-up calls from hospital staff helping patients</td>
<td>“A doctor called me and introduced himself as the assistant of [Name of treating doctor]. I was at home. He enquired me whether I came for the follow-up and asked about my health condition.” - IDI Patient, 72 years, Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional stress</td>
<td>“Patients are mental distressed due to this illness. They will be depressed. I think young people might feel depressed than others” - IDI Patient, 68 years, Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of clear detailed care plans for self-management</td>
<td>“The doctor asks whether I exercise regularly and I answered him accordingly. However, they have not taught me any specific exercise yet.” - IDI Patient, 63 years, Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caregiver level</strong></td>
<td>Caregiver support</td>
<td>“Husband and daughter always remind me to take medicines at right time, even if I forget they are conscious about that and always reminds me” - IDI Patient, 68 years, Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“I think it is better not to tell about it. No one is supportive at home” - IDI Patient, 72 years, Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health care provider level</strong></td>
<td>Advice on substance use</td>
<td>“In the previous visit, they advised me to stop drinking alcohol. I used to drink a small quantity of alcohol before.” - FGD Patients, Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Availability of experienced nursing staff</td>
<td>“Yes, there is huge gap which can be partly filled by the doctor but mainly by the supporting staff. I think there lies the importance of a heart failure nurse, who will work with you so that he/she will spend time for proper rehabilitation of the patient.” - IDI Doctor, Public clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived value and usage of Guideline Directed Medical Therapy (GDMT) in clinical practice</td>
<td>“We are not that good that is what our data shows. All the data that we have collected showed that only 1/3rd of the patients get the guideline directed therapy.” - IDI Doctor, Private clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High patient caseload</td>
<td>“The time allotted or spend by doctors with patients will not be good enough at times. In the west, they can’t see more than 10 patients per day. So, time spend with patients will be more.” - IDI Doctor, Public clinic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FGD – Focus group discussion, IDI - In-depth interviews
Emotional stress. Most patients and their caregivers felt highly stressed. A major source of stress was financial problems, which patients and caregivers directly linked to HF treatment costs and the chronic nature of the condition. Patients expressed concern about struggling to manage given their low incomes and the high cost of treatment. They also were anxious about not being able to afford some of their prescribed medications because they were costly and not available through ‘Jan Aushadhi’ outlets, which are government owned medical stores providing medicines at affordable prices.

“I am tensed about medication usage. We have to consume these medicines continuously, right? Also, some patients might be unable to afford the cost of these medicines. Certain prescribed medications are not commonly available.”

(IDI Patient, 74 years, Male)

Caregiver support. Caregiver support was both a facilitator and barrier to HF care. Among patients, support from caregivers was viewed as necessary for HF management. Some patients reported that while it was common for HCPs to advise them to exercise, clarity regarding how to exercise was often lacking. For instance, patients recounted that during clinical consultations HCPs did not provide instructions on specific exercises to do or demonstrate possible types of exercises that can be done after a HF diagnosis. Similarly, patients reported that although HCPs often encouraged them to improve their diet by reducing salt, sugar, and oil, specific instructions on ways to eat healthier were not discussed during the clinical consultation. Patients believed that they were not given more detailed advice because HCPs were busy and had limited time to communicate with each patient. The HCPs acknowledged that they did not have an effective and comprehensive rehabilitation program for HF patients, especially after their discharge from clinics.

“Because unfortunately we don’t have a plan for transition from hospital to home which is an important step.”

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

Furthermore, HCPs highlighted the limited availability of cardiac rehabilitation services in the state of Kerala, noting that services like HF rehabilitation and patient-oriented exercise programs was considered non-existent and has been given very little attention. Although there were programs to support people who have suffered from heart attacks, specialised rehabilitation services for HF were unavailable.

“As far as rehabilitation facilities are concerned, to be frank we don’t grade it according to the patient. That is a significant gap in our management because we never tell any patient how much or what is the intensity of the exercise or walking which they can do. We will just tell them to go for walking if at all he is a diabetic and adjust his medications and then diet control”.

(IDI Doctor 4, Public clinic)

Caregiver level

Caregiver support. Caregiver support was both a facilitator and barrier to HF care. Among patients, support from caregivers was viewed as necessary for HF management. Some patients described that their family members helped them with cooking and daily household responsibilities such as washing clothes and drawing water from well. Patients also shared that their family members did not allow them to do activities that are physically exhausting, such as ploughing land and cutting wood.
They recognized that this support was important because they were unable to engage in strenuous activities after HF:

“Also, if I want, I can cut wood, dig and all. But family will not allow me to do it. I am not lazy to cut wood. But they won’t allow me. They will wash even my clothes. My wife does all that for me”.

(IDI Patient, 72 years)

Additionally, patients noted that caregivers managed their hospital records and accompanied them to their clinic appointments. Several patients shared their support from a caregiver for regular medication intake. Patients noted that caregivers reminded them to consume medicines or handed them the prescribed medicines and ensured their intake. Health care providers recognized and appreciated the role caregivers played in assisting HF patients. Further, they emphasized the importance of educating caregivers on HF and best practices for helping patients manage their condition. Patients also described ways in which caregivers provided economic support (for example, many patients shared that their family members paid for their treatment and medications) and emotional support (for example, patients described that caregivers reassured and frequently enquired about their health status). In one case, a female HF patient stated that more than medications, the mental support from family members was helping her in managing the disease.

However, some patients stated that their caregivers would be unavailable at home due to educational needs or job responsibilities. Health care providers shared similar views regarding the availability of caregivers.

“But most of the people go out for work, they will not be available throughout the day. Especially during office hours, they may not be available. They may be going to school or college or they will be going for work.”

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

Some patients felt that they did not receive adequate support from caregivers with regards to their disease management. In one case, a patient perceived that his family members were not supporting him adequately, which caused him extreme distress.

“I am unable to sleep at night. People whom I worked for themselves and come with a patient management plan. The doctor and nurse discuss among nurses, as they felt nurses were more approachable than doctors. One doctor shared his experience about the role of “nurse practitioners” who assist doctors in patient decision making. In foreign countries, nurse practitioners and doctors work as a team when developing the patient care plan. The nurse practitioners often ensure that there is no delay in making treatment decisions for patients.

“The nurse practitioner always assists doctors, especially for in-patient care. The doctor and nurse discuss among themselves and come with a patient management plan. If the physician is not available, the nurse practitioners can make decisions for the patient’s management.”

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

Health care provider level
Advice on substance use. Receiving advice on substance use from HCPs strongly influenced patients to modify their lifestyle. Patients reported that instructions from HCPs about the importance of smoking cessation and abstinence from alcohol motivated them for cessation, and they described their experiences of quitting smoking and alcohol use after receiving advice from HCPs.

“At the age of 40, when a nurse or doctor tell us to stop smoking or else you will die, you will definitely stop. Even now, if I accompany anyone for a tea and Wills (cigarette), I used to keep the cigarette in my mouth unknowingly. People ask me whether I smoke. If I smoke a cigarette again, then all that I gained after quitting smoking will be ruined”

(IDI Patient, 68 years) (Patient was chronic smoker who started smoking at an early age)

The HCPs reported that they educated patients and their families about the importance of quitting smoking and reducing alcohol consumption. Nurses also specifically noted that they provided detailed advice on smoking and alcohol cessation during each patient’s hospital visit or as a part of discharge education.

“We educate about the weight maintenance, avoidance of smoking and about the do’s and dont’s on diet.”

(IDI Nurse, Public clinic)

Availability of experienced nursing staff. Many physician consultants recognized that having experienced nursing staff available to support HF management was key for high quality care. They acknowledged the ability of experienced nurses to promptly understand patients’ HF symptoms and communicate with patients effectively. Further, they believed that nurses were able to build and maintain rapport with patients.

“[We have] experienced consultants to experienced nursing staff. It is more important. If something suddenly goes wrong with a patient in ICU, the nursing staff will identify. That is very good in this hospital. When you compare the paramedical staff, they are very alert. They will call us and inform if a patient’s condition goes bad”.

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

Patients often sought help with HF management from nurses and were generally receptive to following advice provided by nurses, as they felt nurses were more approachable than doctors. One doctor shared his experience about the role of “nurse practitioners” who assist doctors in patient decision making. In foreign countries, nurse practitioners and doctors work as a team when developing the patient care plan. The nurse practitioners often ensure that there is no delay in making treatment decisions for patients.

“The nurse practitioner always assists doctors, especially for in-patient care. The doctor and nurse discuss among themselves and come with a patient management plan. If the physician is not available, the nurse practitioners can make decisions for the patient’s management.”

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

Perceived value and usage of Guideline Directed Medical Therapy in clinical practice. The physician consultants recognized and described the Guideline Directed Medical Therapy (GDMT) as being pertinent to HF management as it reduces the number of re-hospitalization events. Further, it can improve the overall quality of HF patient care. However, many HCPs were concerned about the current usage of GDMT for HF patients. Specifically, they emphasized that only a few patients received GDMT before discharge due to the high cost of medications,
which were unaffordable to many patients and lack of awareness among HCPs about the advantages of this therapy. Further, patients often had multiple co-existing chronic conditions, which often prevented the HCPs from initiating and up titrating all the medicines under GDMT. Conversely, one HCP believed that doctors’ lack of time for each patient consultation due to busy schedules was a key reason for non-prescription of GDMT.

“Physician may not get time to up-titrate treatment. In the busy practice they may not up-titrate treatment. Very often physician just start on giving the initial dose and refer else were. And the patient may not follow. Or if the patient follows the physician may forget to increase the dose”

(IDI Doctor, Private clinic)

“Because at the time of discharge, patient may not be in an optimal state to decide on the optimal dose of medicines. Sometimes it may not be possible to start all the medicines”.

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

**High patient caseloads.** The HCPs raised concerns over their high patient caseload, describing that they often had to treat more patients than allotted for in their schedules. The increased workload reduced the time allotted for an individual patient for consultation. They recognized that some patients were dissatisfied with the short length of the consultation and, in some cases, having to have consultations with residents instead of consultant cardiologists.

“When I am in the OPD, all patients want to see me, but it is not possible. So, half of the patients will be seen by the residents. These patients are unhappy that they are not able to consult me”.

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

To reduce patient caseload, doctors recommended scheduling appointments with fewer patients and increasing the number of consultant cardiologists within clinics.

“I think there should be dedicated heart failure specialist. If I have two more consultants with me, it will increase the number of patients seen and managed properly. Further, the patients will get more satisfaction”.

(IDI Doctor, Public clinic)

A summary of the identified themes is displayed in **Figure 1**.

---

**Figure 1. Summary of themes, presented within the social-ecological framework as described by participants.** (+) indicates a facilitator for heart failure care and (-) indicates a barrier to heart failure care.
Discussion

We identified multiple barriers and facilitators of HF care from the perspectives of patients, caregivers, and HCPs in Kerala. Heart failure patients in general appreciated the role of caregivers and it was perceived as important for their adherence to heart failure treatment in our study. However, high patient caseload during physician consultations, non-adherence to GDMT and lack of clear self-management care plans are recognized as important barriers to optimal HF care. Another important perceived barrier to HF care is the lack of specific rehabilitation plans for self-management. Patients and their caregivers’ accounts also illustrate the altered gender roles within their family, productivity loss and the caregivers stress as barriers to HF care. The study participants agree in general that the availability of experienced nurses could help in improving the quality of care. Furthermore, direct advice from HCPs motivated patients to adhere to self-care activities and stop behaviors such as smoking and alcohol use.

In our study, patients reported that they modified their lifestyle only after the HF diagnosis. The change can be possibly due to the advice received from HCP’s and fear of potential complications of HF. Further, patients might have acknowledged the importance of adherence to a healthy lifestyle foreseeing its positive health outcomes. This is consistent with previous studies, which noted that good motivation and fear of disease complication were associated with adherence to lifestyle change for people with and at risk of cardiovascular diseases. Follow-up phone calls from HCPs especially nurses helped in building a good rapport with the HF patient. The follow up calls reinforced the need for healthy behaviours like regular follow-up visits and adherence to medication and other self-care activities. Consistent findings reported in other studies have highlighted that mobile health (mHealth) services enabled nurses to improve cardiac outcomes in HF patients.

Even though patients were motivated and willing to improve their lifestyle behaviors, there were no specific self-management plans for HF patients. Patients perceived the lack of self-management care plans as an important barrier to optimal care. The American Heart Association recommends patients with HF to have a healthy diet, regular physical activity, stress management, alcohol, and smoking cessation. Studies have shown the role of self-management as an effective approach to improve health outcomes in LMICs. However, adherence to self-care recommendations were low in HF patients from low and middle income country settings (LMIC). Further, the current focus of the health system in improving acute management often ignores chronic long-term management of HF. Our study also highlighted the lack of cardiac rehabilitation programmes customized for HF patients. There were no explicit plans for the transition of patients from hospital to home. Lack of access to cardiac rehabilitation services due to poor availability are reported in other studies conducted in Kerala. Further, previous studies have also emphasised the importance of a systematic discharge plan as part of a formal clinical handover of health related information for patients and caregivers to improve health outcomes.

The physician consultants in our study highlighted their inability to initiate or up-titrate GDMT as indicated. Patient’s sub-optimal health due to co-existing multiple chronic conditions is highlighted as one of the important reasons for non-prescription of GDMT. Lack of awareness and busy practice with high patient load are also given as other potential reasons. The high patient load for consultants often results in poor quality of care. Shortage of specialist consultants in general for both urban and rural services in India are described in other studies. Alternative, options to improve the availability of time for interaction between patients with HCPs other than physician consultants may improve adherence to GDMT. The Trivandrum Heart Failure Registry of 1205 HF cases in Kerala reported that GDMT was given only to 19% and 25% of patients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction during hospitalization and at the time of discharge, respectively. Quality improvement initiatives like task sharing with non-physician health workers may improve prescription and adherence to GDMT and help the patients to reach the target dose for each drugs based on evidence and clinical recommendations. For example, Strömberg et al. reported that task sharing strategies such as nurse-led heart failure clinics improved the survival and reduced the number of readmissions for patients with HF.

Availability of experienced nursing staff was recognised as an important enabling factor for utilisation of optimal HF care. This is consistent with a previous study conducted in Kerala, which suggests that nurses can be “key leverage points” in improving the quality of HF management. Patients in our study received advice from nursing staff regularly, which helped them in cessation of certain harmful behaviours like alcohol use and smoking.

Our study highlights that emotional distress, anxiety like symptoms and depression are major roadblocks to seek optimal care in HF patients and their care givers. Depression is one of the most prevalent co-existing chronic conditions with HF. The reported prevalence of depression in HF patients is 21.5%. The emotional distress of HF and its causes reported in our study was similar to those reported in the literature, which suggest that depressive symptoms in HF patients is not only due to the disease condition but also related to other contributing factors like the inability to work, financial constraints and poverty. Moreover, depression affects the quality of life and worsens clinical outcomes in HF patients. Moderate to severe depression has been shown to be associated with a 2-fold increase in the risk of hospitalisation and 4-fold increase in all-cause mortality in a community population living with HF. Our study noted that caregivers were distressed due to role change, financial constraints, and familial issues. Assessment and management of depression is also important in the caregivers of HF patients. Poor functional status and overall distress were reported in caregivers of patients with HF in other studies. Further, a systematic review suggests that the caregiver’s mental and physical health influence health seeking behaviours and self-care practices in HF patients. Therefore, the package of intervention in HF...
should include components of screening and management for depression or symptoms related to depression and anxiety.

Our study findings highlight the absence of a structured care-plan for imparting self-management skills for both patients and caregivers. The clinical handover of information is therefore incomplete from HCPs to HF patients and their caregivers. Inadequate clinical handover may lead to poor adherence to self-care activities, medications errors and disrupts continuity in care. Development of self-management skills is of utmost importance owing to the chronicity of HF and less dedicated doctor-patient time. Further, proper clinical handover empowers the HF patient and caregiver to identify the warning signs of worsening of the condition in advance and initiate timely management. Such strategies are often helpful in reducing the re-hospitalisation events and mortality. The Chronic Care Model (CCM) described by Wagner intends to optimize the chronic disease management process. The dimensions of CCM include the community, the health system, self-management support, delivery system design, decision support, and clinical information system. Effective linkages with community resources such as regular interaction with community health workers could help the patients and families dealing with the challenges of managing chronic illness. Additionally, continuous engagement of patients with HCPs either through telephonic interactions or mHealth could produce better health outcomes in HF patients.

Strengths and limitations
A major strength of this study is that it provides a multi-stakeholder perspective by involving HCPs, patients and caregivers. Accordingly, the findings help ensure their opinions and perspectives are prioritized in the development of future interventions to improve the quality of HF care in Kerala. In addition, we used the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research standard to promote explicit and comprehensive reporting of the study. Our study also had limitations. We excluded extremely sick patients with HF. To mitigate this, we identified barriers and facilitators to care specific to sick patients through interviews with HCPs. Although we used purposive sampling to ensure inclusion of HF patients of varying ages in our study, there are other patient characteristics that may influence patients’ experiences of HF care. Future research on barriers and facilitators to HF care in India could consider using purposive sampling to recruit HF patients with different durations and severity of illness and diversity by socio-economic status and residence, which could generate new insights on the differences or similarities of experiences according to these characteristics. There was a potential limitation of simultaneous translation of audio recordings, however, we did quality checks and retained a few phrases in the regional language (Malayalam) that would lose meaning if translated. The over representation of male patients in our study may have influenced our ability to identify appropriately the traditional gender roles within societies and its potential impact patient management and caregiver support. However, to mitigate this, we asked questions related to male-female differences in HF care during the in-depth interviews with HCPs. As the study was done in a tertiary care specialty public hospital, the results might not be transferable to other types of hospitals like private health care facilities. However, we have included the perspectives of health care providers from private hospitals who were involved in quality improvement initiatives in HF management in their hospital settings. Finally, incorporating the perspectives of patients and caregivers who seek treatment from private care facilities could have enriched our study findings.

Data availability
Underlying data
Figshare: Interview transcripts of TIME-HF project. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1276361
The file ‘Interview transcripts of TIME-HF project’ contains the following underlying data:
- FGD transcripts of patients and caregivers (deidentified)
- Interview transcripts of patients (deidentified)
- Interview transcripts of caregivers (deidentified)
- Interview transcripts of doctors (deidentified)
- Interview transcripts of nurses (deidentified)

Extended data
Figshare: Interview and FGD guide. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1276030
The file “Interview and FGD guide” contains the following extended data:
- Interview & FGD guide.docx (The interview and FGD guide used for patients, caregivers and health care providers.

Reporting guidelines
Figshare: COREQ checklist for “Patient, caregiver and health care provider perspectives on barriers and facilitators to heart failure care in Kerala: A qualitative study”. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12865226.v1

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).
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**Methods:**
- Sampling HF patients by duration of illness (having a longer lived experience of heart failure) and by socio-economic status and area of residence (urban versus rural) should have been carried out. This should be included as a limitation.
- Since the patient can be accompanied by more than one relative, how were ‘caregivers’ identified and chosen?
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- MD Physicians may manage acute heart failure in semi-urban or rural areas. GPs/family doctors may also be important sources of information. Since they weren't a part of the sample, this may be mentioned in the discussion.

**Results:**
- 14 interviews were conducted, but number of patients are 22? This is unclear; were these interviews conducted as dyads? If yes, how many dyads were interviewed? How many caregivers were interviewed? Or were the rest included as a part of FGDs? Please clarify numbers in the first para of the Results section.
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- Coding tree will need to included as a table/figure in accordance with the COREQ32 guidelines.

**Discussion:**
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- Para 3 last sentence - The problem of not reaching target GDMT doses is an important one and a bit more elaboration on the role of task sharing/shifting in achieving this goal should be discussed in light of the findings of this study and taking the example of HF clinics in
developed countries.
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**Panniyammakal Jeemon**, Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute of Medical Sciences and Technology, Trivandrum, India

Thank you very much for sharing your thoughtful comments. We greatly appreciate the comments on our manuscript, and we feel that they have helped us to further strengthen the manuscript. Please find below our detailed response to your comments.

**Background: First para line 6 – Please correct typo – “Within in...”**

We have changed to “Within India”.
2. Methods:
2.1 Sampling HF patients by duration of illness (having a longer lived experience of heart failure) and by socio-economic status and area of residence (urban versus rural) should have been carried out. This should be included as a limitation.

Thank you for the comment. We have added a couple of sentences in the “Strengths and limitations” section: “Although we used purposive sampling to ensure inclusion of HF patients of varying ages in our study, there are other patient characteristics that may influence patients’ experiences of HF care. Future research on barriers and facilitators to HF care in India could consider using purposive sampling to recruit HF patients with different durations and severity of illness and diversity by socio-economic status and residence, which could generate new insights on the differences or similarities of experiences according to these characteristics.”

2.2 Since the patient can be accompanied by more than one relative, how were ‘caregivers’ identified and chosen?
We have added a sentence in the “Study participants, recruitment, and sampling” section as follows: “When a patient was accompanied by more than one caregivers, the primary caregiver was chosen as the person who is most involved in care, as identified by the patient.”

Researcher reflexivity – what were the underlying assumptions or underpinning theories that the researchers started with [or conversely, were there no underlying assumptions (‘tabula rasa’)?] and are there any biases to declare? They may be briefly mentioned either in Methods or in the Results.

We appreciate this query. We used an inductive approach to analysis and did not start with underpinning theories. We have revised the sentence in the “data analysis” part of methods section that “The researchers practiced reflexivity throughout the study and remained sensitive to the ways in which their experiences and prior assumptions shaped the findings.”

MD Physicians may manage acute heart failure in semi-urban or rural areas. GPs/family doctors may also be important sources of information. Since they weren’t a part of the sample, this may be mentioned in the discussion.

In this study, we recruited health care providers who were cardiologists or senior residents in the Department of Cardiology with an MD qualification who worked particularly in HF failure management. This was decided to identify information-rich health care providers who had specific experience in managing patients and caregivers with heart failure. We did not intend to involve GPs/family doctors in the study as it was done to improve the quality of care in tertiary care settings.

Results:
3.1 14 interviews were conducted, but number of patients are 22? This is unclear; were
these interviews conducted as dyads? If yes, how many dyads were interviewed? How many caregivers were interviewed? Or were the rest included as a part of FGDs? Please clarify numbers in the first para of the Results section.

We would like to clarify that we did not focus on the patient-caregiver dyad in the current study. We had 10 in-depth interviews and two focus group discussions (with six participants each) with patients. Hence, the total number of patients included in in-depth interviews and focus group discussions in the study were 22. We had 4 in-depth interviews and one focus group discussions (with 5 participants) with the caregivers. Hence, the total number of caregivers in the in-depth interviews and focus group discussions in the study was 9. We have updated the results section accordingly.

19 of 22 were male patients; males are over-represented despite purposive sampling – the implications of this need to be discussed. For instance, traditional gender roles within families/societies will impact patient management and caregiver support. Thank you for the comment. We agree that we had an overrepresentation of male patients in the study. Also, this overrepresentation could have limited our ability to identify appropriately the traditional gender roles within societies and its impact on patient management and caregiver support. We accept it as a limitation and have also added this in the strengths and limitation section as follows: "The over representation of male patients in our study may have influenced our ability to identify appropriately the traditional gender roles within societies and its potential impact on patient management and caregiver support. However, to mitigate this, we asked questions related to male-female differences in HF care during the in-depth interviews with HCPs."

Study themes, line 11 – “importance of HCP....” may be changed to “involvement of HCP...”. We have changed to “involvement of HCP”

Coding tree will need to included as a table/figure in accordance with the COREQ 32 guidelines. We appreciate the comment. The data were analysed using thematic analysis by a hybrid approach which incorporating the data-driven approach from Boyatzis 1998, and the deductive a priori template of codes approach by Crabtree and Miller 1999, which do not mandate a coding tree for the data analysis process. Thus, we have not included a coding tree.

4.Discussion:
The first two paragraphs are essentially a repetition of the Results. This could be put more succinctly and combined into one para.
We have shortened the initial paragraphs of the discussion section. Further, it is a standard practice to summarise the key findings in the first paragraph of the discussion section.

Para 3 last sentence - The problem of not reaching target GDMT doses is an important one and a bit more elaboration on the role of task sharing/shifting in achieving this goal should be discussed in light of the findings of this study and taking the example of HF clinics in
developed countries.
We have modified the section in discussion part as follows:
“The Trivandrum Heart Failure Registry 40 of 1205 HF cases in Kerala reported that GDMT was given only to 19% and 25% of patients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction during hospitalization and at the time of discharge, respectively. Quality improvement initiatives like task sharing with non-physician health workers may improve prescription and adherence to GDMT and help the patients to reach the target dose for each drugs based on evidence and clinical recommendations. For example, Strömberg et al 49 reported that task sharing strategies such as nurse-led heart failure clinics improved the survival and reduced the number of readmissions for patients with HF.”

I think the over-representation of male patients in the sample and conversely, the underrepresentation of males as caregivers is a key limitation. Gender roles play an important role in all societies and especially in South Asian countries. This finding need to be contextualized in this regard.

Thank you for this important comment. We have explained about this in response a comment above. We have also added this as a limitation of study.
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3. In the method section it is not clear that how you selected the caregivers. In order to discuss the influence of the caregiver for self-management of HF you need to participate each patients with their respective caregivers.
4. You may need to justify the sampling technique you used (Purposive sampling, snowball, etc.).

5. You include limited number of health care providers (Cardiologists, Nurses, etc. - what about other health care providers, like pharmacists, who discuss more about their self-management with HF patients?).

6. Your discussion seems to report known facts rather than elaborating your main findings; it would be better to focus on your findings.

7. It says "Support from caregivers was key for promoting patients' adherence to optimal HF care" I don't think so...you have measured their adherence in respective of their caregiver influence? Otherwise you may need to cite the reference of this evidence.
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Thank you very much for sharing your comments. We greatly appreciate the thoughtful comments on our manuscript, and they have helped us to further strengthen the manuscript. Please find below our point-by-point response to your comments.

In the abstract, correct aims to ‘aimed’.
We have changed to “aimed”

In the background it says: "globally, an estimated 26 million...". This needs updating as it is now about 37 million1.
The sentence is revised to "Globally, more than 37.7 million people suffer from heart failure 1."

In the method section it is not clear that how you selected the caregivers. In order to discuss the influence of the caregiver for self-management of HF you need to participate each patients with their respective caregivers.

Thank you for this comment. We recruited caregivers who accompanied each patient for their hospital consultation using purposive sampling. We have stated in the study participant, recruitment and sampling section that “Caregivers who accompanied patients for hospital consultations were also invited to participate in the study.”

The goal of our study was also to understand the barriers and facilitators of heart failure care from caregiver's perspective. However, we did not intend to focus on the patient-caregiver dyad in the current study. We agree that exploring the barriers and facilitators for heart failure care among patient-caregiver dyads can be a potential future line of research.

You may need to justify the sampling technique you used (Purposive sampling, snowball, etc.).

For patients: Purposive sampling was utilized to enable a diversity of characteristics across age and gender. We have stated in “Study participants, recruitment, and sampling” section that “Purposive sampling22 was used to recruit patients and caregivers across age and gender groups to obtain a diverse characteristic and this has been widely used in qualitative research.”

For health care providers: We utilized both purposive sampling and snowball sampling.
We revised the “Study participants, recruitment, and sampling” section as follows:

Firstly, purposive sampling [22] was utilized to identify information-rich individuals with diverse characteristics (e.g., type of health care provider) in our study. We also included HCPs who were experienced cardiologists working in private hospitals of central Kerala.
Secondly, to identify HCPs with specific experience in HF management, snowball recruitment [24] was used by asking HCPs at the end of interviews to refer other HCPs. They were subsequently contacted and invited to participate in the study.

You include limited number of health care providers (Cardiologists, Nurses, etc. – what about other health care providers, like pharmacists, who discuss more about their self-management with HF patients?). This study was performed in the heart failure clinic of a tertiary care hospital in Kerala, India, where cardiologists and nurses are the predominant team members. We agree that involving clinical pharmacists would have enriched the findings. However, there is a limited number of clinical pharmacists in the current team, which is a potential limitation in heart failure management in Kerala.

Your discussion seems to report known facts rather than elaborating your main findings; it would be better to focus on your findings.

We have revised the discussion section based on your comments.

It says "Support from caregivers was key for promoting patients’ adherence to optimal HF care” I don’t think so...you have measured their adherence in respective of their caregiver influence? Otherwise, you may need to cite the reference of this evidence.

Thank you for this comment. It is a finding from our study. As a standard practice, we have summarised the key findings in the first paragraph of the discussion section. For brevity, we have also revised the sentence as follows:

“Heart failure patients in general appreciated the role of caregivers and it was perceived as important for their adherence to heart failure treatment in our study.”
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